Welcome to our April/May edition newsletter and again its been a hectic few
months for the Beechwood team with plenty of activity and fantastic results to showcase
this amazing team of anglers. One of our main focus areas is to connect with you the
reader and we have been doing just that over thee past few months not only at NAS but
on the banks too! So if you see us out then please come over and say hi! We are the team
in the black Hoody with the unmistakable gold trim. Come and have a chat!
TEAM BEECHWOOD NEWS

Stewart Rusling has ben appointed “Youth team Co-Ordinator” and
will be working hard to get the kids out fishing so please keep one
eye on what Stewy is doing and feel free to contact him if you want
any support getting your kids fishing. He will be happy to help.

What can I say about Harry O'Neill …...He`s young , gifted and on fire!
In May our very own Harry O'Neill
took on Etang Cache in France armed
with passion, smart fishing ,Beechwood Baits ,and local valuable insights. Harry learned that the
snags swim had not produced a fish
in 3 days although it had been fed
and fished, so he approached this
session with caution using solid bags
of crushed Musselberry and flicked a
few over the top to get the most
from this swim and didn't he do well.
Read his blog here ! here!

FEED+SSP
The match team
have been busy
using FEED+SSP
with fantastic results. Visit our
Facebook page and talk to us
about this amazing bait.
“Beechwood Baits - The Mill Pond”

Brian Coakley has been doing
his usual thing , hard core fishing for 2 months. Check out his
blog page
and catch up
with him on
social media

Liam “Carpy” Watts with a
stunning Common taken on
the mighty Trigonella .

New Facebook pages
Tell us what you
think of our new
Facebook pages.
We really want to
know your views.
Adam Bowen getting amongst the chub at
Morton fisheries near Congleton. Adam
used waggler tactics to take this great net
of chub .If
silvers are
your quarry
then get in
touch with
Adam who
will be happy
to share his
vast
knowledge .

Pellet waggler for the first time ever! Liam
Watts took to this style like he had been
doing it all his life netting over 15 carp off
the top at Larford lakes. Well done Liam.

Mat Auld fishing his syndicate water using
Feed+X and PNBA to connect with this
stunning Common carp.

Larford social was very eventful . Did you know Denis Ryan can dance? Did you know Liam Watts can fish Pellet Waggler? Did you know Anthony Tolley is gadget man? Did you know Gav Astley can spomb for England? You do now … take a look at some of the fish this team
caught on this social. Great to see Ian Adams Callum Cavanagh and Michael Gittins on this social , great bunch of lads who use our baits.

